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Street photography is a form of photography that is just as hard to define as it is to
execute. Street photography is difficult to define, but as Benjamin Lowry states it, “Street
photography is a harsh name for a beautiful pursuit. To tame the chaos. To frame the cacophony
of modern life. To capture what it means to be alive (“The History…,” BrooksInstitute).” Street
photography, while often mistaken for social documentary photography, is a distinct type of art.
Its origins are rooted in the Impressionist movement due to the fact that both forms of art desired
to capture the beauty in everyday life. A street photographer also approaches their work as art
rather than journalism and views street photographs as creating art rather than discovering art.
Street photography was borne out of Impressionism. As the Impressionist movement was
becoming more popular in the 1870s and 1880s (“Impressionism…,” The Met), photography was
just starting to become a mainstream art form, including one type of photography, called street
photography, that resembled Impressionism. Street photography and Impressionism were similar
forms of art in subject matter. Both forms often had people in public spaces as their subject, and
theme (Blumberg). The Impressionistic movement aimed to capture a split second of life or a
fleeting moment (“the impression”) on a canvas (“Impressionism,” The Art Story). Street
photography aims to capture a brief moment of life, or as put by Eric Kim, “What exactly is
street photography? Simply put, it is capturing the beauty in the mundane, and ordinary people
doing everyday things. It is capturing a slice of life, unedited and raw. It is an affirmation of the
world around us and all the things we are often too busy to notice (Kim, Introduction).”
Street photography is a step away from documentary photographs by in that it adds a
sense of poetry to a photograph, while maintaining the realism. Impressionism was a step
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towards the realistic, away from the perfect portraits that had dominated the painting world
(“Impressionism,” The Art Story). Impressionists wanted to capture real, candid moments that
weren’t posed, just like street photographers. In Impressionism, this is often shown through
people caught in the middle of doing something. Instead of painting ballet dancers onstage,
Degas painted them preparing for the performance. This desire to capture a fleeting moment led
Impressionists to paint the same scene multiple times. Many Impressionist painters also owned
cameras. (“About Impression”). Street photography and Impressionism also shared common
motifs in their images such as rainy days, cafés, and ballet (Scott, Ch. 1). However, the street
photography movement progressed a little later than the Impressionistic movement as new
camera technology was being developed. (Curtis). When street photography gained some
popularity in the 1920s, it was revolutionary, and it took a long time for art critics to accept that
photographs of lowclass and urban areas could be high art. This difficulty is similar to the one
experienced with the rise of more abstract art, such as Impressionism, in painting which
overthrew the traditional realism. Both street photography and abstract art aimed to “signify
something greater than their literal subject” (Freeman, Introduction). Both street photography
and Impressionism had problems throughout history because they challenged the previous
standard of the medium and so were not seen as a valid form of art.
Street photography took inspiration from Impressionism, but developed later because, at
first, the medium of photography didn’t allow for street photography to exist. The first
photographic process used for all forms of photography, not just street, was the daguerreotype,
named after its inventor Louis Daguerre (Curtis). The daguerreotype first became commercially
available in 1839. (“History…,” PBS). A daguerreotype is made on a silverplated copper sheet
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that is sensitized with iodine vapors, then exposed to light in large box camera, developed in
mercury fumes and “fixed” or stabilized with salt water. (“Daguerre…,” The Met) Preparing and
taking a daguerreotype was a long and elaborate process; subjects were required to sit still for
several minutes for an exposure, so photographers rarely left their studios (Curtis).
Daguerreotypes were almost always portraits (See Figure 1).

Fig. 1. Morse, Samuel. Samuel F. P. Morse. Daguerreotype, Washington D.C. Library of
Congress. Photograph. 2 March 2016.
The exposure time was too long to allow for anything but completely still subjects,
meaning that a subject like a bustling crowd, a trademark of street photography, could not be
captured ("Street Photography," Oxford). This is one reason why street photography didn’t
develop until after the Impressionism movement (Curtis). Like a painting, daguerreotypes were
hard to replicate. Replications were either done by making a daguerreotype of a daguerreotype
or by creating a printing plate from the daguerreotype (Barger, pg. 42).
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Shortly after the daguerreotype, another process, wet collodion negatives, also called
ambrotypes, was invented in 1851 (“History…,” PBS). Wet collodion negatives still required a
long exposure time and precise handling and so were still often portraits as well (See Figure 2).

Fig. 2. Notman, William. Missie Alice Notman in Sleigh with Nurse. (1992). n.g., Montreal.
McCord Museum. Photograph. 3 March 2016.
The entire photographic process, preparation, exposure, and development, all had to be
done within 10 minutes, which isn’t ideal for street photographers because photographers could
not leave their studios ("Street Photography," Oxford). This process did use negatives, however,
which allowed photographs to be reproduced more easily (Curtis). Because of these new
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photographic technologies, street photography began to emerge as a distinct art form in the
midtolate 1800s.
One of the first street photographers was Charles Négre. He began his photography career
in 1844, but originally only used photography as a way to collect images to paint later (J. Paul
Betty Trust, “Charles Négre”). Négre’s subjects often included shops, musicians, and peddlers
(Blumberg). His most famous photographs are of chimney sweeps and rag and bone men, as well
as NotreDame (“Charles...” Art Directory) Négre was one of the few street photographers who
continued painting even when working as a photographer. Many started using photography as a
way to collect images to paint and then switched to solely photography once they realized the
viability of it as an art form (“Charles...” J. Paul Betty Trust). Like many photographers of the
time, Négre struggled to find a camera suitable for street photography. He eventually used the
calotype camera, invented by Henry Fox Talbot. It could capture one picture per minute, which
was much faster than other cameras that often needed 15 to 30 minutes per photograph.
(Blumberg).
Another famous early street photographer was Eugéne Atget. Atget is often called the
“grandfather” of street photography (“The History…,” BrooksInstitute). Atget began
photographing in the late 1880s and didn’t retire until near the end of his life in the 1920s
(“Eugéne…,” The Met). By the end of his career, he had help make street photography a popular
form of art. His photographs mostly focused on buildings and cityscapes (“The History …,”
BrooksInstitute). Atget lived and photographed in Paris. Since the mid1800s, with Napoleon
III’s vision for France, Baron George Haussmann had been transforming Paris into a new modern
city. This change took decades to finish and included demolishing old buildings and monuments
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as well as constructing new parks, squares, and bridges (“Atget: The Art..”). Besides
transforming the physical geography of Paris, Haussmann installed thousands of street benches,
kiosks, Morris columns for posting advertisements, and over twenty thousand gas lamps. Paris
was no longer a city to be afraid of after dark (“Charles Marville…”). Atget was one of many
photographers at this time who worked on photographing and documenting vieux Paris, “Old
Paris.” His work was originally intended to supplement artists rather than be independent pieces.
He supported himself by creating “documents” of the city and then selling them to painters as
studies for their art (“Eugéne…,” J. Paul Getty Museum). He would also sell photographs of
architectural details, such as door knockers or gargoyles to metalworkers, who used his images to
create bronze replicas. Between 1898 and 1915, Atget shot over 3,000 photographs of Old Paris
and he grouped them into a series called “The Art of Old Paris,” that mostly contained shots of
architecture and architectural decoration (“Atget: The Art…”). However, this series was more
than just documenting Old Paris. Atget had a way of conveying a mood and feeling in his
photography that was quickly recognized by art critics. His street photography style is even
shown in the title, “The Art of Old Paris” ("Street Photography," Oxford).
Working as a photographer during the same time as Atget was Charles Marville. Marville
was hired to document a planning project as it unfolded, while Atget wanted to document the
streets of Paris before they were demolished and changed. Marville was a documentary
photographer whose photographs showed the architecture and design of the city. (See Figure 3)
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Fig. 3 Marville, Charles. Impasse de la cour de Rouen. (1866). Autres, Montréal. Vergue.
Photograph. 1 March 2017.
This photograph of Charles Marville is taken at the Cour de Rouen, in his style you can
see the artistry in the framing and composition, but it is ultimately a document to show how the
city is at this moment, rather than a statement on life, or the human condition for example. There
is little in this photograph that ties it to a person and makes it relatable, which is a key part of
street photography.
Atget’s photographs were different from that. They showed his city, the city he loved
(Blumberg). For example, Cour de Rouen was one of Atget’s favorite spots to photograph in
Paris and he photographed this area more than six times in his career. Cour de Rouen is
comprised of three courtyards and their surrounding buildings, which include remnants of the
14th century palace of the archbishop of Rouen. Cour du Rouen (1922) shows how Atget
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incorporated poetry and an elegance into his work, turning it from a conventional documentary
photograph into an artistic street photograph (See Figure 4).

Fig. 4. Atget, Eugéne. Cour du Rouen. 1922. Art of Old Paris, Washington. National Gallery of
Art. Photograph. 13 December 2016.
This photograph is taken at the same spot, Cour du Rouen, as the previous photograph by
Charles Marville (See Figure 3), but the resulting photograph is much different. Atget shoots this
photograph from above the ground which shows the layering of the buildings, the different
shapes and slants of the roofs, the irregular windows, and the twisting drainpipes. His
photograph has personality and it’s conveying a mood. It is not just showing the architecture and
lines of a city, it is showing an emotion and how he feels about the city. Another photograph that
demonstrates Atget’s style is NotreDame (1922) (See Figure 5).
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Fig. 5. Atget, Eugéne. NotreDame. 1925. Eugéne Atget, n.g. Masters of Photography.
Photograph. 13 December 2016.
Taken from the left bank by NotreDame, the tree in the photograph creates a link
between the natural and the manmade. The tree branches meld into the flying buttresses and
spires and lines of the cathedral. (“Atget: The Art…”) These photographs represent a new type of
photography, street photography, while Marville’s work represents what had been the traditional
form of urban documentary photography. After Atget, new photographers began to show more of
the human side of cities with photographs that included crowds of people, rather than just the
cityscape alone (“The History…,” BrooksInstitute).
Despite photographers like Négre and Atget, street photography did not become a truly
distinct type of photography until the 1900s. The long exposure times required of most cameras
made candid photographs impractical ("Street Photography," Oxford). This changed with the
Kodak Brownie, invented in 1900, allowing working class hobbyists to take photographs of the
street, and the introduction of the handheld “miniature” 35mm camera in the 1920s after World
War I made it much easier for street photographers to photograph from new angles and in new
ways (Shuker). It allowed for more candid and more spontaneous photographs. Handheld
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cameras also had a viewfinder which made the camera feel like an extension of the human eye,
an important concept in street photography ("Street Photography," Oxford).
In the 1930s, street photography became even more popular. The cameras were becoming
lighter and easier to carry which made candid photography much easier. Also around this time,
jazz was becoming popular. Both jazz and street photography, two forms of art that rely on
spontaneity, became famous at the same time (“Street vs. Documentary Photography…”) Both
jazz and street photography are improvisational, have a unique pattern, and are inspired by daily
life more than other genres (Gleason). During this time, street photography began to focus on
everyday life more. The New York School of Photography was an informal group of street
photographers in the 1930s who tended to photograph the daily occurrences in life. Many of the
photographers in The New York School of Photography photographed black culture. (“The
History…,” BrooksInstitute). Another important figure in the 1930s was Henri CartierBresson.
Because of his artistic style and influence, he made spontaneity and intuition main principles of
street photography. He created the idea of the “decisive moment,” ("Street Photography,"
Oxford). The “decisive moment” is the moment “in which the elements of a photograph come
together with clarity” (Blumberg). The phrase the “decisive moment” is taken from the title of
his first major book (“Henri CartierBresson…”). CartierBresson’s normal technique for
shooting the decisive moment was to find an interesting setting and then wait for the elements of
the photograph to come together into a visually stunning scene (Estrin). One example of the
decisive moment is in CartierBresson’s photograph, Behind the Gare of SaintLazare (1932)
(See Figure 6).
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Fig. 6. CartierBresson, Henri. Behind the Gate of SaintLazare. 1932. Picture Analysis, n.g.
Nazeer Khan. Photograph. 16 February 2016.
It was taken outside of the SaintLazare train station in Paris. CartierBresson used the
faint architectural buildings in the background to frame the photograph and waited for an
interesting subject to enter the scene. The man jumping over the water adds contrast to the still of
the water. This photograph is also beautifully framed so that every aspect of the photograph leads
you to another and you are forced to look at the whole photograph. The subject, the man jumping
from the ladder, leads you into the ladder and the ripples it makes, which brings you to the debris
on the bottom and the rubble on the top, which point you towards the “Railowski” posters and
the fence and finally to the buildings in the background and the sky (“Assignment1  Behind…”).
CartierBresson was taught by another important street photographer of the era, André Kertész,
who often focused on the graphic and surreal nature of urban life, using the relatively new 35mm
cameras. CartierBresson was also known for not using any camera but the Leica model. He
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never used flash, and, supposedly, refused to crop his photographs in development. He explains
his ideas in one of his books Images á la Sauvette. His most famous book is Paris de Nuit,
published in 1933. It was a foundational book of street photography and would help shape post
World War II street photography ("Street Photography," Oxford).
CartierBresson’s “decisive moment” was just one popular thought in post World War II
photography.There were other aesthetic changes. Street photographs were often taken from
different angles and sometimes blurry (Blumberg). For example, one particular photographer,
William Klein, used grainy and blurry photographs to show the brashness and restlessness of a
city. ("Street Photography," Oxford). Klein celebrated grainy, high contrast, blurry photographs,
qualities that were usually not considered desirable in a photograph (See Figure 7) (“William
Klein”).

Fig 7. Klein, William. Candy Store. (1955). n.g., Rome. Artribune. Photograph. 2 March 2016.
This photograph shows Klein’s aesthetic clearly. It’s blurry. The subject isn’t entirely in
focus and the photograph pops with areas of bright white placed next to dark, black areas. As
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well as the aesthetics, the subjects of street photograph after World War II also changed. The
subjects were often much more controversial, profane or vulgar, and not traditionally beautiful
subjects (Blumberg). In England, these new aspects of street photography were used to show the
tensions between the working class and the upper class ("Street Photography," Oxford). Also, in
England street photography fell a little behind the thriving scene in the United States, due to the
fact that England had lost some popular street photographers during the war (Rosenburg). And in
Japan, street photography exploded because Japan did not start producing film and cameras
domestically until after World War I (Scaldaferri). Japanese photographs tended to show the
violent differences between modernity and tradition ("Street Photography," Oxford). One famous
photograph of this, Ballade Noire, is taken by Diado Moriyama and shows American products on
the shelves of Tokyo's supermarkets (See Figure 8).

Fig. 8. Moriyama, Diado. Ballade Noire. (20002004) Searching Journeys, Hong Kong. Daily
Art Fair. Photograph. 15 February 2017.
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Moriyama is criticizing the Americanization of Japan by using a technique called “are
bureboke,” meaning that the photograph is grainy, blurry, and outoffocus, which was very
different from the traditional photography aesthetic. By using this technique, Moriyama makes
the subjects’ agitation and dissatisfaction visually striking (Scaldaferri). Moriyama is just one
example of a contemporary photographer showing the themes and struggles present in their
country and time.
Throughout history, from its postwar grittiness to early troubles, street photography has
changed with events and ideas of the popular photographers of the time, but it has had a few
common features. Street photography has always been candid (Jines). It’s not a studio art and
street photography is not portraiture. Street photographs are taken in open or public spaces
(Lowry). And just because it’s called street photography doesn’t mean it has to be in the streets.
It can be on farm, zoo, or in an office; any urban space (iNPUBLiC). A street photograph shows
how a photographer and a public space interact ("Street Photography," Oxford). Street
photography, like documentary photography, is not romantic. Street photographs are realistic
(Jines). However, street photography is different from documentary photography. Street
photography is not photojournalism and reporting (Lowry) Street photographers don’t have an
educational or journalistic intent rather they aim to capture the feelings and moods associated
with people on the street. As stated by Italian street photographer, Giovanni Aiello, “...while
images ultimately are shown in just twodimensional format, human beings however have
infinite dimensions” (“Giovanni Aiello…”). Street photography attempts to create this depth and
emotion, while documentary photographs tend to show what is already there, rather than create a
feeling. Documentary photographs also often present a series of photographs showing one
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particular issue. Street photography can be like that, but it doesn’t have to be. Street photographs
tend to be of people, but they can also be of an animal or inanimate object that displays one
aspect of humanity (iNPUBLiC). The genre is about showing humanity, not just an individual,
but also the things we make and how we change the space around us (Lewis, Ch. 3). Street
photography shows us how people, complete strangers, behave when they think nobody is
watching (Lewis, Ch.1). As Bruce Gilden put, “I love the people I photograph. I mean they’re
my friends. I’ve never met most of them or I don’t know them at all, yet through my images I
live with them” (Kim, Ch. 5). However documentary photographs have a different relationship
with their subjects. As stated by David Nye, “The documentary photographer differs sharply
from the artist at precisely this point, because in documentary work the subject is always the
reason for the photograph’s being” (Gleason). Documentary photography aims to tell a story and
record a history. Documentary photographers may devote long periods of time to one subject to
record history and show a serial. These differences between documentary and street photography
began with the origins of each genre. Street photography was inspired by Impressionism, while
documentary was borne out of the social reformist movement (Batdorff). The documentary
image changes historically according to how social history changes, so what was happening in
history is more important to the subjects and themes of documentary photographs, rather than
street photographs (Gleason).
In the late 1890s and early 1900s, documentary photographers shot the new modern
inventions of the time, like the car and the telephone (“Early Documentary…”). After the
invention of the Kodak handheld camera, a new wave of amateur documentary photographers
started, called Pictorialism. Pictorialist photographers preferred to use laborintensive processes
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in developing photographs, because it emphasized the photographers as artists and a craftsmen.
Pictorialists were key in early photography for showing that photography can be more than just a
copy of the world around us and establishing the potential of photography. (“Pictorialism…”).
Documentary photographers were often inspired by social reformist movement. One example is
Lewis Hine who worked for muckraking newspapers photographed child labor and played a
crucial part in banning child labor (Becker). Hine often photographed his subjects, mills,
sweatshops, and factories, undercover. His photographs were used to show the exploitation of
child labor, but also his photographs also connected the viewer to the photograph and created an
emotional response (“Early Documentary…”). During the 1920s, documentary photography
become even more popular due to largescale printing presses that printed magazines, such as
Life magazine in the United States. Documentary photographers supplied these magazines with
photographs and new stories (Becker). After a brief lull with the shock of the beginning of World
War II, documentary photography exploded because of a desire by photographers to document
every part of the war, from the trenches to fighter planes. During war or just during daily life,
documentary photography has been used to show social reform and create change. And this is the
difference between documentary and street photography. Documentary aims to create change,
while street photography aims to show the beauty of everyday life (“Early Documentary…”).
Another important part of street photography is that it’s often in black and white. Color
photography is seen as less authentic for several reasons (Scott, Ch. 2). One reason is that
because black and white photographs are lacking a key element of life like color, they can reveal
a hidden relationship that would have gone unnoticed in a color photograph (Scott, Ch. 1). By
cutting out an unnecessary element, it shows the mystery or meaning of the photography,
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whether it’s the human condition or the adventure in everyday life. Another reason for the
preference for black and white photographs is that even as late as the 1950s, color photographs
were difficult to print. Because street photographers were often everyday people without the
money or time to develop color photographs, photographs had to be in black and white (Scott,
Ch. 2). Besides black and white, another important part of street photography is its spontaneity.
Street photography is about seeing and shooting the things that most people miss and graze by.
It’s about seeing and then reacting (Lowry). In documentary photography, you often will
visualize your photos before you take them, but this doesn’t occur in street photography. There is
no preset intention. Street photography is about reacting to the world you see, while documentary
is showing the literal world (iNPUBLiC). As put by Scott Clive, “[street photography] exploits
the instantaneous in a way documentary does not. (Shuker).”
Although there are several small differences between documentary and street
photography, the main difference is in the aims of the photographers. Street photographers
enjoying shooting the common and mundane events in life and finding the beauty in such things.
Subjects are often everyday people doing ordinary thing and the street photographer is able to
find the art in such mundaneness. A street photograph is a picture of life, not twisted or changed.
It shows us the world and the things we often miss in our daily, busy lives (Kim, Introduction). A
street photograph shows what it means to be alive by taking the roughness and business of life
and framing it into a photograph (“The History…,” BrooksInstitute). It can be hard to put a
definition on an art that, in its entirety, just shows life. It is somewhere between a
photojournalist’s story, a social documentary photograph, and a tourist snap. Street photography
can be seen as a high art form, or as a low art form and street photographers learn to walk this
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line (Scott, Introduction). Street photographers also learn the impermanence of life. Through
watching people age, cityscapes disappear, and fashions change, street photographers learn that
life is temporary and something that happened once will never happen again, or at least, not in
the same way (Lewis, Ch. 1). The street might stay the same, but the people will always be
different from one second to the next. (Kim, Ch. 3). Street photographers also learn to pay
attention to reality. As stated by Walker Evans, “Stare. It is the way to educate your eye, and
more. Stare, pry, listen, eavesdrop. Die knowing something. You are not here long (qtd. in Kim,
Ch. 6).” Street photographers take these themes about observing the world and passing of time,
and translates them into a art.
Artistically, street photography is difficult and complicated, but technically, it’s much
simpler. Street photography has more emphasis on composition and timing than other types of
photography, because there’s no time to set props, lighting, lenses, or filters (iNPUBLiC).
Because there’s no time for any flashiness, the subject of a street photograph is very important
and most of the time, the closer the subject is in a street photograph, the better. This closeness to
the subject creates a feeling of intimacy and makes the viewer feel like they are a part of the
scene rather than just watching it. A common quote that applies to most street photographs is, “If
your photos aren’t good enough, you’re not close enough (qtd. In Kim, Ch. 1).” There are also
some common motifs in street photography (all of which are also motifs of Impressionism),
including empty park benches, cafés, rainy days and umbrellas, music hall performances, railway
stations, circuses, building sites, ballet, bridges, markets, and red light districts (Scott, Ch. 1).
Besides subjects, there are also some common formulas for street photographs. One common
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type of street photography is one person revealing something personal about themselves (See
Figure 9).

Fig. 9. Mobasher, Johnny. Intimacy. (2012) Intimacy, n.g. Johnny Mobasher Street Photography.
Photograph. 17 February 2017.
This connects the viewer to the subject very well, as it is easy to relate to the emotion or
shown by the subject. In this photograph, it is easy to see the discomfort in the face and body
language of the subject, and so is very relatable, as everyone has inevitably felt discomfort at one
point or another in their life. Another common type of street photograph is a group of people
moving or doing something together (See Figure 10).
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Fig. 10. Mayne, Roger. West Indians, Southam Street, North Kensington, London. (1956). Roger
Mayne, New York. Glitterman Gallery. Photograph. 21 February 2016.
Photographs with crowds of people moving usually have themes about the human
condition or blindly accepting what is told, and may require more thought and work from the
viewer to interpret the message, depending on the photograph. In this photograph, a group of
young black boys is observed by a young white boy, and so the immediate theme is of racism,
but there are also feelings of isolation versus camaraderie as well as the feeling of observing
something completely foreign. The third type is finding unexpected things next to each other
(See Figure 11).
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Fig. 11. Wally, Patrick. Mimesis. (2014). n.g., n.g. Deviant Art. Photograph. 21 February 2017.
This type usually relies on surprise, humor, and irony (Murphy). It is also a very good
type for making comparisons as way to relate a theme. In this photograph, a little boy is
compared to the Christo Redentor statue, and it is an easy jump to see the young boy
representing the heart of Brazil, or how Brazil is viewed from the outside in the way the Christo
Redentor is the most famous landmark in Brazil and is often what comes to mind when
foreigners think of Brazil. This photograph uses one of the important tools of street photography,
juxtaposition. Through juxtaposition, street photographers can create intense feelings in their
photographs; from irony to despair to humor to loneliness (Freeman). Street photographs also
rely highly on spontaneity and you can’t really think about a street photograph for too long
before it’s gone. A metaphor to explain this is that it’s like shooting a bow and arrow. If you
think about the shot too long, or hesitate too long, it’s gone. Spontaneity, juxtaposition, and
framing are important tools for a street photographer to have, but street photography is about
more than that. It’s also about your vision as an artist (iNPUBLiC).
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Street photography can be hard to define, but put simply it is candid photographs of
subjects in a public setting that reveal something about society. Street photography aims to
capture a brief moment in time before it is lost, similarly to another type of art, Impressionism.
Street photography’s roots are in Impressionism and this is the major difference between street
photography, and documentary photography, a genre of art that street photography is often
mistaken to be. Although street photography can be difficult to do, due to the unexpected nature
of the street, good street photographs are stunning and can reveal more about life than a thousand
words.
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